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These are not your typical 
cases

Client often has no idea he or she did 
something illegal
Questionable value in prosecuting children
Behavior may be undesirable, but not deviant
Behavior may be harmful, but not sexual
Often client could be victim or perpetrator
May be strict liability offense
Client and complainant may be very young
Very stigmatizing



Understanding how case got into 
court

Initial report to police
Mandatory reporting of child abuse 
Group care facilities
Schools
Parents/guardians report

Police handling
Prosecutor handling
Family response
Witness and complainant response



Focusing on the elements & 
consequences of the charge

Intent required
Strict liability? 
For the purpose of sexual arousal?

Can perpetrator be any age?
Purpose of statute to protect kids from adult 
exploitation?
Possible sentence for adults?
Registration required? Seal & expunge 
possible? Immigration consequences?



Developing your own narrative
Reframe, reframe, reframe
Put all behaviors in a developmental context

Normative
Immature
Client is a child, not an adult

Focus on relative harm of the behavior
To society, to complainant

Put all behaviors into social context
Were these acts actually sexual?

Watch your words
Does your language support the story you are telling?
Do not adopt the terms and language of the 
prosecutor or the court
Do not concede that something is inappropriate



Can’t form requisite intent

Was not “for the purpose of sexual 
gratification”

Genitalia does not mean sexual
Kids are not small adults
Very fact specific
Easier with very young clients

Because under age of consent cannot commit 
a willful sexual act

No evidence of ability to form sexual purpose
Knew the wrongfulness of the conduct



“in furtherance of justice”
What statutes and procedures allow judges to 
dismiss the case?
Use your narrative to push this as early and 
as often as possible
Distinguish this case from sexual predation



Overarching approach to cases
Aggressively litigate from the beginning

Push to get out of court if possible
Give court multiple opportunities to dismiss or 
reduce the charges
Review records from police closely for bias and 
early framing of alleged activity

Use adolescent development and sexual 
behavior research & experts
Use own narrative
Get eval on developmental maturity, ability to 
form intent, etc.
Focus on harsh consequences & harm to client 
Look for Miranda issues, false confessions, or 
exaggerated confessions



Can’t be held strictly liable

Child is not competent to commit any offense 
with a strict liability element

Cannot be held to the same standard as adult
Danger related to strict liability offenses is so 
obviously wrong or harmful to society

Can a child be expected to know this?
When children are involved harm is not severe 
enough

Look to definition of age of consent and 
legislative history of statute
Rely on Roper, Graham, and J.D.B.



Member of the protected class

Statute was not meant to apply to children in 
the protected class
Rules of statutory construction

Can someone simultaneously be both victim 
and perpetrator?

Courts are to assume that legislators did not 
intend to enact a statute that produces an 
absurd result
Look to legislative history



Systemic advocacy

Amending statutes that criminalize normative 
sexual behavior or require registration
Offenses involving sexual behavior allowed 
into diversion
Ability to expunge record
Work with community and prosecutor to get 
prosecutor to adopt practice of not 
prosecuting certain types of non forcible 
sexual behavior
Explore development of ATDs and RJ options


